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Volume 12, No. 2 State University of New York at Buffalo School of Law September 30, 1971 
Election Notice 
On the 5th and 6th of October there will be held a 
Student Bar Association election for designated officers 
and directors. The following positions will be filled: 
A) President 
B) Secretary 
C) Freshman Directors 
D) Junior Director 
The seemingly premature election for Freshman 
Directors is necessitated by the SBA Constitution which 
mandates Freshman elections by October 15. The early 
election of Freshman representatives is advantageous in 
that budgetary considerations are taken up early in the 
Fall semester for the entire academic year. 
The Election Committee would like to encourage all 
members of the association to vote and take an active 
interest in the election of their representatives. The 
Committee would like to remind the Senior Class 
especially to get out and vote as they too will be 
affected by the decisions reached by the Student 
Government. 






The following are the candidates who will be lisied on 
the ballot next week: 




Cyrus Kloner I 
Marty Miller 
Jackie Mosher 
Larry D. Shap,iro 
·Alridge Willis 
E. Ross Zimmerman 
Junior Director 
Sally Mendola 
Philip J. Sanzone 
President 
Linda Cleveland 
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Attica Resolution Passed 
The following unanimous resolution from a the event would result upon subsequent inquiry. 
motion made by John N. Blair is the resolution b) The full disclosure of the commission's 
passed by the S.B.A. at their Sept. 12 meeting. findings, regardless of discredit or embarrassment 
to any individual , official, agency, or interest 
The Student Bar· Association of the State group involved. 
University of New York at Buffalo, School of c) Immediate implementation of the 
Law, expresses its sincere regret for the loss . of commission's administrative, legislative, and 
life as a result of the tragedy at the Attica judicial recommendations by the appropriate 
Correctiona l Facility, and . extends deepest governmental official or body. Furthermore, any 
sympathy to all the fam ilies affected. Their pain findings pointing to or specifically indicating 
and sorrow can never be removed by any responsibjlity ' for the total incident be 
explanation as to the tragic events that resulted immediately acted upon by the appropriate 
in the loss of human life. Nevertheless, if left judicial and administrative units with a view 
unexplained, the tragedy at Attica threatens the towards full application of whatever measures are 
meaning of justice and the principles upon which necessary to insure that subsequent tragedies shall 
this country must depend for its survival. not occur. 
Therefore , we strongly urge the fo llowing: 2. Complete support for the protection of the 
security and rights . of prisoners, guards, and 
employees of the institution in the pending 
independCnt:'~ Jld tOtally ~ impartial . commission 
I. a) The _immediate establishment of an 
investigations and to implement the . reforms 
truly representing all segments and groups of agreed to during negotiations aimed at terminating 
socie.ty to investigate the entire incident, the incident. 
including, but not limited to, the causes of its The student body offers its complete 
occurence , the events that transpired in its assistance , as law students, in the research , 
development and tragic terminztion, and the investigation and preparation of the findings and 
conduct and represe·ntations made to the public recommendations of any commission convened to 
by .any and all parties responsible for insurin8, deal with the issues raised because of and as a 




On Sept ·. 16 a press 
co nference with Professor 
Herman Schwartz of UB law 
school and Ira Glaser, director 
of 
I 
NY ACLU was held at the 
Niagara Frontier chapter of the 
ACLU, 1370 Main Street to 
discuss the Attica uprising. 
Professor Schwartz, who has 
been active in furthering 
prisoners' rights at Attica, 
discussed the Federal Court 
testimony of James P. Watson, a 
UB law student who served with 
the National Guard at Attica. 
Watson's eyewitness testimony 
emphasized the guards' brutality' 
following the re-taking of the 
prison by authorities. 
At the press conference, 
Schwartz emphasized the 
difficulties lawyers had 
experienced in reaching 
incarcerated clients at Attica . 
Attorneys from Schwartz's 
correction reform program 
(which serves about 200 Attica 
prisoners), as well as attorneys 
from Legal Aid of Buffalo and 
Legal Aid of New York had 
been unable to contact their 
reversed his refusal to allow view of the current litigation 
attonieys to confer with their doc~et of the ACLU. 
clients. Although attorneys were 
Blame for what happened at 
clients for days following the to be admitted the following Attica should fall, Mr. Glaser 
tragedy. The attorneys were day, Sept. 17, Schwartz feels, on the public officials 
primarily interested in ensuring expressed his unhappiness with who failed to previously correct 
that the civil, legal and human the delay lawyers experienced in the deplorable conditions at 
rights of their cliengs were not reaching their clients. Attica. 
violated in the aftermath of the 
uprising. 
Both · Professor Schwartz and 
It was only after Watson's 
Mr. Glaser sttessed the 
essential fairness of the Mr. Glaser are continuing their 
testimony, Schwartz emphasiz~d. prisoner's demands. He felt they efforts to refonn the New York 
that the District Attorney were reasonable, especially in State prison system. 
Ira Gluoer. Director of the Buff,., Qapm NYACLU, and 
Professor Hennan Schwartz discuss the problems of the Attica 
defense lawyers in reaching their clients. 
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THE OPINION 
Editorial Letters To The Editor 
For Your Sake... Vote 
The SBA elections next Tuesday and Wednesday may 
well be the most important event at the Law School this 
year. Not only all the Freshmen Directors, but also two 
the most important positions in student government, the 
president and secretary, will be filled. 
A cursory glance at some of the important issues 
facing the SBA shows the necessity of electing 
responsible and capable persons to these positions. 
Besides deciding how to allocate over $15,000 in student 
funds , the body is working toward solving problems in 
registration, course offerings, student-faculty relations, 
International Legal studies, placement, financial aid, 
professor evaluation , social programs, facilities planning, 
and many other areas. 
It has been made obvious by recent events that 
student needs in many areas have been neglected. Much 
of the blame for this situation must be placed on the 
student body which has not been able to forge a 
well-organized and forceful student government. 
The most crucial part of forming this much-needed 
spokesman for your needs occurs next Tuesday and 
Wednesday. Make certain you vote . . . and before you 
' .. vote, talk to the candidates and listen to what they say. 
Remember, if you don't vote, you will have no 
grounds for complaint when in January the computer 
registe rs you for Math 111 or when you find in March 
that all the placement cards are eight months old . Now 
is the time to elect people to get things done for .. 
YOU. 
Do . your part . . . VOTE!! 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Letters are welcome from students. faculty, 
alumni, and others. The Opinion reserves the 
right to shorten letters · too lengthy to print in 
their entirety. Please limit letters to two 
typewritten pages. Send to: The Opinion, 77 
West Eagle Street, Buffalo, /4202. Anonymous 
letters will not be published. 
Right On? 
can't make omelets without breaking heads" was
To the Editor: 
As a displaced New Yorker, not quite adjusted just unbelievable. I thought Art Buchwald wrote 
funny pieces of political satire, but he's noto living in Buffalo, reading the Right On! 
column by Otto Malsch was like getting a letter "Matsch" for your Otto. Hey, I'm doing it too! 
Must be contagious. 
lowbrow conservatism outside of the Daily News 
from home. I haven't read a funn ier parody of 
Seriously though, for anyone to write an 
Editorials. Really, the only line Otto managed to .irticle condeming ..the maniacal blood lust of the 
leave out was the one about the only good Peking regime" and the concentration camps of 
Commie being a dead one. Russia and China a week after the slaughter at 
The treatment of Mao as a kind of Sax Attica indicates a petrified world-view that neither 
Rohmer villain - with the "blood soaked throne reason nor compassion is ever likely to penetrate. 
room"- was a good touch , nostalgically evoking Barry Bassis 
the whole yellow-peril era. But that line - "you Class of '73 
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NLG RIDES A.GAIN 
There are those who speak of the murder of 
Ge0rge Jackson by the prison authorities in San 
Quentin. George Jackson was set up , they say, by 
those· pigs, and gunned down because he was a 
symbol of the blacks' plight in Amerika. And 
they are right , at least up to a point. For he was 
indeed shot down by the prison guards. The 
trouble is though, that setting - up was do~e not 
by the establishment , but by the "friends" of 
George Jackson. 
Jackson had served abou t eleven years for 
burglary on a one year to life sentence and was 
soon to have stood trial with two other inmates 
for the murder of a young prison guard while all 
three were in Soledad Prison. Since then the 
three "Soledad Brothers" had been the center of 
a vast fund - raising and propaganda campaign in 
which the National Lawyers Guild was heavily 
involved. But the propaganda and fund - raising 
campaigns weren't doing so well, and it looked 
like the Soledad ' Brothers might be quickly 
convicted and locked away. Not a very handy 
· thing for the Cause, which needed symbols of 
oppression to sucker the public with. 
And so the decision was made that action had 
to be taken to resolve the Jackson problem, 
something dramatic to stir the imagination of the 
campus sheep. An escape plan was concocted, an 
. escape plan that could not lose. If the escape 
were successful, Jackson and a few others would 
be out of prison and quickly sent into hiding, 
from where they could send messages 
paraphrasing Cleaver and Marx and Mao, vowine 
death to the pigs and Rea&IUl and Amerika. But 
here lay the devilish subtlety of the scheme. For 
if the escape _faile~ ~e p_lan _~o~!~.}~l. suc~~.d... . , 
by OTTO MATSCH 
And the escape did fail, and the plan did 
succeed. A martyr was born, just as planned. 
George , Jackson was worth more to his 
manipulators dead than alive. Alive he would be 
tried, and perhaps found guilty of murder, and 
murderers are not the typ"e of folks that can be 
glorified for the love generation, the flower 
children , the campus sheep. And if tried and 
acquitted it would only prove the System can 
dole out justice, even for a Soledad Brothei-, and 
even in Reagan Country. But a dead George 
Jackson would be a martyr, the perfect symbol 
of political and racial oppression. What a 
beautiful escape plan! What beautiful friends! 
Friends like Steve Bingham, Fay Stender and 
John Thorne. All three are members, naturally, of 
the infamous National Lawyers Guild. Bingham is 
sought by police for an alleged role in the escape 
attempt; the police say he brought a pistol into 
San Quentin and gave it to Jackson. Stender and 
Thorne and other NLG lawyers are under 
investigation by the California attorney general's 
office for what appears to be an astonishing 
abuse of visiting privileges of the bar. California 
officials believe NLG activities range from the 
smuggling of weapons and inHamatory propaganda 
into the prisons at San Quentin and Soledad to 
the discussion of escape plans and the transmittal 
of threats to .. non - aligned" prisoners. Without 
friends · like these, Jackson . would still be alive. 
Of course the NLG alone did not create the 
atmosphere of violence arid counter - revolution 
that bred Jackson's murder, the murder of five 
more during the escape attempt and forty more 
at Attica. It was a long, hard campaign to 
manipulate the frustrations, anger, and desperation 
of the prisoners at Attica sufficiently to get 
several hundred to rebel. The NLG's friends 
helped, too; the Black Panthers and other leftist 
groups constantly bombarded the prisoners with 
propaganda, Much of the propaganda came 
through the regular newS media: years of 
repetitious harping about political oppression; 
genocide, racism. The prisoners were exploited by 
their .. friends," exhorted to reyolt by self -
anointed saviors, and led to death to advance the 
political fortunes of their puppet masters. 
After Attica, after the hostages had been 
rescued, NLG lawyer William Kunstler got , up on 
his perch and howled and moaned about how 
horrible it all was. And it was horrible , and there 
is a serious possibility that it was horrible because 
of Kunstler's activities at Attica. One of 
Kunstler·s fellow negotiators at Attica accused 
· Kunstler of sabotaging the talks. David Anderson, 
a black school official from Rochester spent 17 
hours inside Attica as an inmate - invited 
negotiator. Anderson said that until Kunstler 
showed up negotiations were proceeding well, that 
agreement was near. But Kunstler did his thing, 
and what had been 15 demands increased to 30. 
Anerson cla imed Kunstler had prevented 
settlement. When Anderson left Attica at 4 AM 
on Saturday morning he "knew we had failed in 
keeping it calm." These statements by Anderson 
are not isolated; they are corroborated by similar 
statements by inmates who have been released 
since the riot. 
So once again we find the NLG raising its ugly 
head . The · motives of Kunstler and the NLG are 
open to speculation, but it can hardly be argued 
that an organization that persistently injects itself 
into explosive situation for the purpose of making 
them worse is the fun - loving bunch of idealists 
(continued on· page 5) 
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The Name .O~ The Game Is Efficiency 
by Michael Montgomery with a representative of the 
interested organization, and 
NEXT SEMESTER'S COURSES present a comprehensive budget 
to the .S BA for final 
The SBA meeting of 23 determination. The Committee 
September commenced with a will consist of Treasurer Richard 
talk with Robert Barber of the Weinber as Chairman, Seniors 
Professional Curricu lum Lee Gin sburg and '-;lik e 
Committee in regard to a course Montg o mery, and Juni ors 
selection prCference questionaire, Yvonne Lewi s and Bill 
mandated by schemoozzle with Bu scaglia. Freshman members 
SARA which still plagues many will be elected by the body as a 
people al Eagle Street. Lee whole after the Freshman 
Ginsburg proposed the Directors are elected in the 
questionaire to remedy the upcoming race . The finalized 
appa ren t unresponsiveness to budget will not be arrived at for 
student desires evidenced in the presentatio n to the SBA until 
current semester. He suggested the Freshman members have 
that every possible form to been elected and had time to 
provide an indication . of what contribute. The recommenda­
courses are wanted and how tions will be accompanied by a 
many want to take them, which written report and explanation . 
would then be presented to the Complaining organizations
Curriculum Committee. Barber will have an opportunity to 
noted that the Curriculum present their case before the 
Commillee is noi° responsible for SBA , and reported back to the 
the scheduling of courses, but commit tee if knocked down. 
rather takes the courses ue b1111be1J makes a motion at Friday's SBA meeting. On platform . (L) John 
Anderson, Acting Secretary , and Mark Farrell , President.suggested and checks them out 
with the professors capable of section on preferred professors NEW YORK PRACTICE how to handle the approval of TELEPHONE 
teaching them for feasability for various courses, useful input this year's budget was ushered 
and course content. If in terms of a student evaluation The second issue brought up in amid unsatisfac tory meniories 
appropriate , the course. would of teacher quality. The problem at the SBA meeting concerned a of la s t years a bortive Sally Mendola brought up the 
then be recommended for of teacher assignment being petition from members of the proceedings, in which a finalized problem of student organization
approval to the faculty. If rather touchy, it was decided to Senior Class that Professor budget never gained approval. use of the SBA phone , which is 
approved, the course may be make this part of the form Adolph Homburger teach New At present , the Treasurer was no longer in Shirley's office due 
offered next, semester or it may voluntary . York Practice for this Spring authorized to make ongoing t0 misuse . The only phone 
be offered next year. The Apparently , there is no Semester, and that space be disbursements to keep the presently available is in the 
Curriculum Committee has no knowledge as of now of which provided in this vital course for presently operating organization SBA-Opinion Office at 216-b. ft 
control over scheduling. faculty members have been all seniors who wish lo take the alive. Rather than argue lhe was decided to continue lhe 
If the faculty rejects the appointed to this committee. It course. SBA support was given budget before the body as a present use of · the phone in 
student recommendations and was noted that there was very on this petition on executive whole in an imitation of last 2 16-b. when that room is open 
preferences, at least the student poor notification of meetings motion of SBA President Mark year ' s procedure, a Budget and occupied, with a sign-Out 
bod~ knows what sort of a for student members . The form Farrell . Committee was formed with sheet for users and organizations 
problem it has to deal with . must be In by October I 5 for it BUDGET HEADACHES power to request budgets from until something further can be 
A suggestion was put forth to tie a useful tool in planning groups needing funding, worked out at the conclusion of 
that the questionairre include a the spring semester. The recurring problem of reviewing them at a hearing the telephone strike . 
Real Estate 
·The Multiple Listing System Examined 
BY JEFF SPENCER 
Upon passing the New York State bar exam a undertaking. To these people the services of a 
new attorney may (for a small fee) apply to broker are almost a necessi ty . 
Albany for his reaJ estate broker's license. If he With the rate set at 6% (S 1200 on a $20,000 
plans to set up a real estate business he may join hom e) by the M-L system and most brokers 
an organization known as the Western New York belonging to that system the choice is either to 
Board of Rea ltors and take advantage of the agree to pay th is com mission or attempt to seU on 
.. Multiple Listing System," better known as the their own. For these people any alternative to going 
" M-L" system . Through membership in the system to a M-L broker is unreaJistic and improbable. 
he receives M-L cards which describe all , properties 
Conclusionlisted with the other members of the system and 
will receive a commission on the sale of any of the In this article I am not attempting to maintain
properties which he might sell which are "listed" that real estate brokers make a 100% profit· or that 
for sale with another broker. the services they perform are not of value. I am 
pointing out, however, that when a private group is 
6% Commi.ssion allowed to exercise monopoly economic power on 
its own behalf, there is a good chance that the
The local real estate market in the western level of pro fits will exceed , and in this case do
New York Area is dominated by the M-L system. exceed to a considerable extent, the level of profits
One interesting facet of the , system is that the in a situation governed by a price competition.
IJlember brokers set one rate for all me?Ibers . which The broker's may reply "and what is so bad 
is 6% of the sale price of the home listed in the about making a profit?" The answer, of course, lies 
system. If that looks like price fixing to you, y_ou in asking who pays for the extra profits . A home 
are exactly right. If that looks to you hke for most families is their major asset. A wage
monopoly power, you are doubly right. If_ the M-L · A cursory reading of any basic economics text earner may work for 30 years to pay off his 
system was anything other than local m nature will reveal that the most important dynamic bdlind mortgage. If his average weekly pay is say, S lS0, a 
there most probably would be a clear violation . of the free enterprise system is competition and the realt!lr's fee of S1200 represents two solid months 
the Federal Anti-trust Laws which are aimed at JU ~t most important type of competition is pric_e of work by this "average" wage earner.
this type of price fixing which deprives . the public competition Price competition in the market 1s J will leave consideration of the morality of 
of the major benefit of (he free enterpnse system. supposed to result in the lowest level ~f rro~t _and such a fee under monopoly conditio.ns tothe most efficient allocation of society s hm1ted 
philosophers and social moralists. Perhaps you are
The Necessity of Price Competition resources. This is obviously thwarted by the M•L now sufficiently interested in the subject to moresystem . closely examine it and draw your own conclusions. 
Almost any realtor you speak with will most For myself, I believe that the public is not 
probably assure you that his heart and_ soul are Example sufficiently protected from such private groups which 
committed to a belief in the free enterpnse srstem. To person not often involved in large are aUowed to exercise monopoly power over an
What he will not tell you is that his belie~ m the 8 commercial transactions or an elderly couple whose entire market to their own benefit. I believe that al
.. free enterprise system" is pretty much restncted to children have moved out of the area. seUing a home the very least, stat~ i:eauJatio~ of _rates is necessary
those aspects of that system which will gather' may be a major and somewhat confusing· to protect the pubhc interest tn this area . 
economic benefit to himself. 
6 . ..We reached the alls and 
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by John Sunuelaon 
Photopphy by Sunuel FriedClA55ROOM IN Tiu Skr. 
you may have noticed a small sign tacked on the 
Junior Senior bulletin board last week which asked 
students in Professors Reis's Seminar to sign up for a 
plane trip. We saw the same sign , and the following 
picture story is the result. 
• 4. We now flew over the new amherat campu1. (In the center or 
the photo is the new law school building.) The entire area looked 
like a gigantic mud pie with slicks piled on i t' here and there. 
From the sorry condition of the terrain ii wits difficult to 
understand why some of the trees were not left standing instead 
of converting the area into a mud desert. 
S ..By this time I was beginning to undent~n~ what Professor 
Reis meant • when he said that some thmgs cannot be 
communicated through tex tbooks in a classroom: an oil slick 
drifting down the ,Niagara river, outflow pipes discharging into the 
river from each industry , the green-black pattern of, algae along the 
shorelines, and the thousands of smokestakes everywhere. 
forgot the things we had just seen and marvelled 
at the sight. Then we realised that the water 
passing over this glorious waterfail contained the . 
discharges from the outflow pipes, the oil slicks, 
the algae, and many other contaminents which 
give it that peculiar odor. 
9.. .The city of Steel, Lackawanna. From the air It looked even 
worse than from the ground. With no ,color to relieve the 
harshness, it was black, grey, and tightly packed. Along side the 
mills the water looked the worst we had seen it , with large 
growths of algae and much surface oil and many pollutants. It 
looked like land that was dead. 
I . We were invited to come along .on the trip, 
myself to take notes and Sam Fried to do the 
photography. The airport was a samll private one 
in Amherst near the new campus. Pictured next 
to the Piper Cherokee from left are J0hn 
Samuelson, Jean Hellmann, Sally Klough, Ellen 
Smythe, and Professor Robert Reis. 
2. We took off, and as soon as we had reached 
any height, began to see why there was such a 
haze on a day when there were no clouds. To 
the south a manufacturing plant located in the 
middle of relatively undeveloped land, was putting 
up a stream of smoke that stretched for miles. ll 
was _but a small inkling of what was to come. 
3. '"Do you know what a houlling development 
looks like?" Professor Reis .had asked before we 
had taken off. "Can you really see the difference 
between I 0, I00, or 1,000 houses?" From our 
vantage point I could see what he meant. The 
tightly packed housed on surburban tracts were 
reachin8 out like tentacles into the near virgin 
woodlands that sunounded them. 
or a moment . . . e ea ed ack down the river 1oln1 south. 8...This should be titled Buffalo throuah the 
Over the city of Buffalo a giant cloud of haze 
hung like a giant canopy . The exter,t of the 
pollution was evident when one could hardly see 
the city at all from above Grand Island , and this, 
remember , on a clear daY . And still the 
smokestacks churned out more foul pollutants. 
Haze. The blurring you se'e above the city is not 
poor photography but pollution. (This was taken 
in bright sunshine on a cloudless day) One of the 
s tudents remarked, ..The city looks so 
insignificant." At that Professor Reis turned 
around and shouted over the sound of the engine 
.. le110n number I". 
10...A1 the 1un 1t1rte lo •• we ome. 
lower in the sky it began to turn briaht red with grey and yellow 
streaks across it. The different colored streaks we were told 
represent different chemicals and pollutants in th~·· air. Before th~ 
sun had gone down it was completely hidden behind the 
pollutants. Then as we turned for home we saw several larae 
c~ouds billow up from the stacks below us, possibly to insure that 
atr travellers tomorrow won't be cheated of the sights we saw 
today . 
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Summer Jobs wgn..Stwly r 
Summer Clerking The Hague Academy 
by Michael Montgomery show him where things are. fields of law you may nev~r be 
Attorne ys they let stumble able to examine in Law School, 
Law students are inherently around for awhile as a tonic for or barely touch upon, be it
poverty stricken, due to books, · their egos. The summer clerk bailment, premises liability, or
tuiti6n, the occassional family , also ge t s use d to using enforcing a divorce decree in a
and the more•th'an~ccassiona1 formbooks as the basis for foreign jurisdiction. 
philosophical session at the Poor writing up any instrument he Monetary remuneration may 
House or the Beef and Ale. This may be assigne d - lease, be a A law clerk problem. may 
reverse cash flow leads to a contra ct M'anchise agreement, get paid only $2.00 an hour, 
great pa uci ty o f · f unds - will , or whatever. You may be $80.00 full week, or he for a
particularly in the summertime. an ace in contracts, but have no may ge t lucky and find a slot 
Some people travel or build idea of the proper manner of at S200.00 a week. In any
cottages - I give the Coast preparing one, having seen in event , money now is no t so 
Guard fits by careening around cases but the vestiges of a job crucial as which contacts you 
in my sa ilboatt t ... . more somebody else seems to have ca n m ake for o bt aining a 
expense. Therefore the need for botched. Fear not , for there is posi tion after graduation for a 
a summer job. bo und to be som._ethigh in rather more-than-nominal salary . 
Bender's, McKinney's, or Am 
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE Jure that is sufficiently close to 
THE JOB SEARCHwh a t yo u are supposed to 
There are high-paying jobs prepare that you can fake it 
a vailabe - such as being a with o ut a g reat d ea l o f In looking for a summer job, 
but c he r , hack-driver, o r gas alteration. you might go through Dean 
station jockey ; but a summer Lo c hne r ' s office , which is 
job which is most rewarding for LEGAL ANALYSIS presently handling Placement . It 
the long run is clerking for a . might b e note d tha t o ur 
local law firm on a run- or Experience in legal writing sc hoo l' s tra c k reco rd for 
part-time basis, whichever you and analysis is another plus to placement facilities is abysmal. 
can get . be gained from working for a At any rate, they ·might be of 
Cle rk in g is a n excellent law firm over the summer. The some help . primarily in advising 
lea rning experience. You get m ec hani cs a nd ex pe rti se you on the preparation of a 
used to talking to o ther people, developed in writing are hard to proper resu me. Be modest, but 
lawyers and even clients ir you acquire at Eagle Street where not too modest. Experience on 
a re lucky , and picking their most courses are large group Law Review or Moot Court is 
brains. After stumbling around and the only writing is ground an excellent calling card, but it 
for awhile, it is possible to learn out of you on the fin al exam. is unlik ely that any future 
where all the records and offices Writing for the delec t'a tion of a employer will be fascinated by 
are in the va rious Federal, State, se n ior partner will definitely your collec tion of early Spanish 
Co unt y and Ci ty o ffi ce push you to make a more Inqu is iti o n thumb sc rews _ 
buildings. The best th ing to do careful analysis of what is going unless h e d oes a lo t of 
the first time you have to go on than you might make at collec tion work. Don't tiesitate 
and find something is to get school. This will enable y0u to to use any personal contacts 
into what you th ink is the right slice through the layers of the you may have developed, friends 
sec ti o n a nd then adopt an onion to ge t at the needed facts of the family, business contacts, 
innocent and lost expression. At for the opposing sides of the golfing friends, anything. Good 
least half of that is easy. Th.ere case when you get back to hunting. Due to the scarcity of 
are all sorts of whi te-haired old commercia l paper, labor law, or jobs in the Buffalo area , you 
ladies wandering around who are will need it if you plan to workwhatever field of interest you 
may willmore than happy to help a have. Yo u find here , so s tart as early as 
working law student out and yourself learning a lo t about possible. Like tomorrow . 
by Eugene Haber 
The Hague Academy of International Law is perhaps the most 
prestigious institution involved witJt international legal studies in 
the world. Situated adjacent to the International Court of Justice 
at the Hague, Netherlands, the Academy offen workshops every 
summ e r in the a reas of public and private international 
transactions. The proximity of the World Court with its unique 
facilities provides an ideal setting for a law student to involve 
himself in research into relevan t legal subject fields. Thus , it was 
with high expectations that I ventured this past summer on a 
personal vacation-study program. 
THE CITY 
The Hague is an International City in all respects due mainly to 
its housing of the International Court of Justice. It is also a 
pictu resque city with literally hundreds of canals weaving through 
the numerous parks which account for so much of the Hague's 
ac reage. In addition, the ci ty contains a few small art museums, 
knows the Dutch Parliament and hosts a variety of tourist 
attractions; but in no way can it be labeled a major center of 
European culture or night life . Thus, there are few diversions for 
the student who se riously desires to involve himself in study. 
PROGRAM OF STUDY 
The Academy's program consists of daily lectures by scholars, 
diplomats and authorities in wide-ranging fields. It runs over a 
pe riod of six weeks, equally divided between private and public 
international law. I attended the latter. 
This year the public law sess ion was anchored by J .E. Fawcett 
of the Royal Institute of In ternational Affairs, London, who 
presented fifteen lectu res in his general course. Mr. Fawcett used 
the notion of Jurisdiction, its recognition and delimitation, as a 
jumping - off point lo explain new concepts in the public 
international law field . However, his rather dry and detached 
manner of speaking made his lectures quite tedious. His rather 
elementary treatment of the subject ma tter was not warranted 
before a student body of high a·cademic quality , and consequently 
caused many to lose interest in his presentments. In contrast, M. 
C. R. Dunbar, Dean of the Faculty of Law of the University of 
Tasmania , gave just treatment to the topic of Sovereign Immunity. 
. His comparative trea tment of the subject, between Britain, France 
and Belgium suggested that domestic couns must break away from 
the traditional concepts of sovereignty , independence and equality , 
and recognize that a state today has a profound commercial 
rel ationship with private irldividuals, Mr. Dunbar's appealing 
manner of speaking made hjs effort engrossing and was, in this 
wri ter's opinion, the best individual showing at the session. 
INTERPRETATION OF TREATIES 
Another area of discourse was that of the interp re tation of 
treaties. The Vienna Convention on Treaty In te rpre tation, which is 
currently in session, provided the authorities who offered accounts 
of their experiences in attempting to draft the "Treaty on 
Trea ties". Such imminent scholars as F. Capor of the University of 
Naples, who spoke on Ex tention and Supervision of Treaties and 
T. 0. Elias, Attc : .1cy General o f the Federation of Nigeria , who 
gave a simple but lucid explanation on the Validity of TrN.ties, 
helped to explain the natu re of 'this fi rst attempt to codify the 
Law on the interp retation of trea ties. Mr. Elias, by emphasizing in 
his lec tu res the needs of newly developing nations, showed that 
law treaties that are now in force between former colonial powers 
and third world nations migh t be subject to being delcared void. 
AREA OF GREATEST INTEREST 
The subject area that drew the greatest amount of student' 
interest was that of Disarmament and International Law. The 
highlight of the entire program came the fi rst week of the session 
when A. S. Fisher, former representative of the United States to 
the SALT talks under the Johnson Administration, and presently 
Dean of the Georgetown University Law Center, gave two lectures 
on U. S. attitudes towards disarmament and arms control. He was 
followed by 0 . V. Bogdanov from the Institute of International • 
Relations, Moscow, who expressed the Soviet viewpoint regarding 
arms delimitations. Noteworthy was the fact that each side seemed 
to recognize an obligation to disarm but due to the novelty and 
uniqueness of modem weaponry, methods of disarming has proved 
to be the major stumbling block. I found Mr. Bogdanov 
surprisingly astute and believed his legal arguments to be quite 
sound . 
Following Messrs. Fisher and Bogdanov was Professor E. Stein 
of the Law School of the University of Michigan who objectively 
cateogrized and explained the pregent status of disa rmament by ex• 
posing the present treaties for what they are worth . He showed 
that the United States and the Senate will only agree to provision~ 
if they will not weaken their respective military posi tions. For ex­
ample the banning of nuclear - type missiles from the ocean 0oor 
seems to be an advance toward peace. Yet , if one were to measure ' 
the strategic value of such l)Crmanent launching pads on the 
ocean's bottom, which could easily be destroyed by the opposite 
side, via • a - vis a submarine that not only could launch nuclear • 
type missiles, but has infinitely less chance of being detected , let 
alone destroyed, it would become rather apparen t why the two 
m.;or powers agreed to ban only the former. Mr. Steins scholary 
discoune, coming on the heels of the expression of the U~ted 
(continued on page 8) 
(co ntinu ed fro m p age 2) 
it claims to be. Which figures, considering its 
backgfound . The NLG was founded in 1937 and 
quickly earned the title of .. the legal bulwark of 
the Communist party " by HCUA . Since then it 
had been dying in festering silence, but with the 
rise of counter - revolutionary groups in the past 
few years it has begun to spread again and haS a 
membership of about 3,000. It is involved up to 
its ears in the San Quentin shoot - out , the 
Attica shoot - out, and a massive propaganda 
campaign to freak out the nation through 
political - legal pressure tac tics. Those among us, 
and those among the bleeding hearts who feel 
that the real cause of Attica and other prison' 
riots is the "inhumane" climate of prison ought 
to stop for a momei:tl and consider the role of 
the NLG and other left - wing counter • 
revolutionary gangs in promoting the deaths of 
guards and prisoners at various institutions, a role 
that comes damn close to conspiracy to murder. 
They m ight also consider the events at 
Clairvaux Prison in France. Clairvaux is considered 
by prison authroities as a showpiece prison of the 
French penal system: one of the most modern •in 
the world . Each prisoner has his own ce ll (central 
heating, however ) with hot and cold running 
wa te r . He h as access to newspapers and 
magazines, a common room with radio and 
television, and a modern movie theater where 
films are shown before re lease to the general 
public. The food is high qu ality . Tuesday 's menu 
featured stuffed chicken breast with wine sauce. 
Tuesday also featured a prison riot. Some of 
the prisoners barricaded themselves in one of the 
prison buildings along with two hostages and 
demanded freedom, money and weapons. The 
police refused. The hostages were killed , their 
throats cut by the inmates. The police then 
storm ed the barricades. (Police brutality • 
everywhere you go, police brutality). So tell me, 
bleeding hearts, why did they riot. Inhumane 
conditions? Or was ~t Vietnam? 
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Interview With Librarian 
Space and Personnel Problems Plague Library 
even study rooms where peopleby Otto Malsch scarce in the international and 
can study and converse togetherforeign law library in room I09 
without disturbing the rest ofThrough sere nd i pitous and books will probably have to 
ci rcumstances the Opinion was be she lve d on to p o r the the library the way they now 
do. The new library will have a 
interview with Larry G. Wenge r, An o ther problem is seating 
ab le to ob tain an e xclusive bookcases in the near future. 
staff of at least 25, and Wenger 
th e NCO IC o f the law schoo l space, especially during the 11 emphasized that there will be 
library . Wenger , a graduate o f AM to I PM crunch . There just plenty for ·all of them to work 
the University of Washington is no more room for more sea ts. on . The new building also has 
la w sc hoo l a nd sporting a pr o vision s for compute r 
mas ter 's degree in li brary science There is also a sho rtage of terminals to aid in research. The 
fro m Simmo ns College, spoke o f staff personnel. Now numbering ME ADE system , now under 
th e li brary's problems and thirteen, Wenger said they could planning, will be installed if 
asp irations wi lh o ur reporter . He use at least four mo re right su cce ss ful , and there will 
pointed out th at less than ten away , bu t thal a hiring freeze probably be co mputerized 
years ago 1he University o f imp ose d by th e univ ersity bibliographies. Wenger insisted 
Buffalo Jaw sc hool had one o f pr eve nt e d thi s . . (An other that under no circumstances will 
the smallesl law school libraries example of the shaft from main the terminals tie in with SARA. 
in the nat i0n , a me re 30,000 campus. I Five top-ra te people Another innovation is a special 
volumes, and th at it now ranks hav e bee n transfe rred fro m room for listening to tapes and 
in the top 25 with a co llec tio n o ther parts o f the university viewing microfilm . 
of approximately 145 ,000 li brary . Four are at' work o n the 
vol umes, and t1t at after the third floor concent ra ting o n Asked about immediate plans 
li bru ry has insta lled it se lf in the s tud e nt se rvi ces. A new for the library Wenger sa id the 
new building it will boast about reference librarian is organizing main goal this year was to do 
300,000. Just keeping up with our present mess or legislative more in public services through 
the increase so far has been a histories, committee repo rts .and better refe rence service and with 
big problem fo r the present o ther d oc ument s int o a library loans with other libraries 
libra ry. Only abou t o ne-half o r co heren I , e as ily accessi ble in the state university system. 
our books are here in the law system for use by students and The library also plans to work 
sc h oo l , th e res l are ei ther faculty engaged in resea rch. The more close ly with state bar 
shelved o n the six and seventh budget cut is also impairing associations to provide materials 
floors of the Prudential Build ing library se rvices. Price increases for lawyers all over the state 
o r in storage at the Bell plant in materials have increased al that they cannot obtain locally . 
on Elmwood Avenue. Wenger about 10% per year recently . Already this year the reference 
emphasized tha t even the books Co upled with a cu tback in services for students have been 
at Bell are indexed and easily fund s the library is cutting back expanded and extended to 
accessib le. on the browsing library, current evenings and weekends. Wenger 
sub sc riptions and loose leaf hopes to hav e a -reference 
For the prese nt the library is se rvi c e s. Wenger added bibliography for use by students 
sadd le d with a number or optimistically that next year , available soon. The present 
serious problems. Shelf space moving year , the library hopes intensive work continues on 
was increased this summer and t o receive extra monies for stolen , that the general case was new law building will solve organizing collections and 
is expec ted to be adequate for moving expenses and for back that a student simply did not these problems. There will be getting the card catalogue up to 
the next eighteen months, by buying to complete coJJections, check out the book he (or she) adequate shelf space-about six date . 
which time the new law which will greatly aid research . was removing ·from the premises. out of the seven floors will be 
building will be completed in The back buy ing will ,also fill in An inventory will be taken nex t devoted to the law library . So it is onward and upward
Amherst (ho ho ho). "As long volumes co mmandeered by summer to determine exactly Different collections such as in the law library , with · new 
as we don't move too lo ng after hungry' scholars. Asked about what is missing and peeds to be foreign law and international buildings, new clickity--click 
completion we"II be OK," smiled book losses through theft replaced. law will tentatively be on gadgets and new students. 
Wenger. But , he added , shelf Wenger advanced the opini0n different floors. There will be Semper excelsior, semper fidelis , 
space was already getling very that few books were actually Hopefully the move to the hundreds or study carols and semper in situ. 
Ubnrian Larry Wenger ponders solutions to the many problems 
£acing the growing library . 
N • .~'!,~.Fro"!_ ..~~-~!!?.!!-!.~ 
Y ,c ae · ontgomery positions open for neophyte attorneys. Even people ~I Company's Coming 
University or TexasTexas Law Forum 
NO FAULT INSURANCE 
Dean Page Keeton of the University or Texas is 
c;o-a uthor , with Charles O'Connell, or a no-fault 
insurance plan which is presently before a number of 
state legislatures for approval. The objective of this 
plan is to replace the fault system only partially . Dean 
Keeton proposes to eliminate small claims from the 
fault system and guarantee recovery to a vic tim up to 
a certain amount. Under th is plan , the vict im is 
guaranteed recovery up to SI 0,000, exclusive or pain 
and suffering. 
I ) Each ow ner or a car would mandatorily carry 
insurance for owners and occupant·s, claims by or 
against whom would be made directly against the 
insurance company . The guaranteed prolection benefits 
replacing negligence actions would apply to bodily 
injuries only. 
2) Periodic payments would be made as losses occur. 
Reimbursement would be limited to net loss -
collateral sources or recovery , presumably things like 
Blue Cross, would be subtrac ted . The first S100 of 
recovery would be deductible . There would be an 
assigned claims plan for no n-residents, and residents 
would receive coverage for out of sta te injuries. The 
policy holder must provide for damage to others caused 
by negligence, or for his own damage if he is at fault. 
A rival plan was proposed by the Automobile 
Insurance Association, not representative of the 
majority or the insurance industry. This entailed a 
complete eli mination of the fault system, thus 
eliminating the expensive trial process and ' recoveries 
for pain and Suffering. Loss or earnings recovery would 
have a limit of S7SO per month , but no temporal limit. 
Insurance would follow the car owner and his family , 
not the car. Motorists would assume the risk of damage 
to cheir automobiles. 
PLACEMENT BLUES 
Things are gloomy •~ ovei, even in the great land of 
Tl!xus. Perhap1 if they exercized their option to split 
Law Review . are getting fewer offers , The average 
star ting salary for these heroes was about S13 ,000 -
th e re s t of u s peasants were down to about 
$8,400-S I 0 ,2 00 . Texa s is suffering the slowest 
employment period in ten years. Women students are 
having a particularly difficu lt problem because 
employers seem unable to accept women as attorneys, 
and consider there to be a problem of permanence for 
married distaff lawyers who would follow their 
husbands if the moved . 
Denver /,aw Forum University of Denver College of LaW 
RAPE IS A PANE , 
Observant students in Denver noticed a New York 
case wherein a landlord was held liable for the rape of 
a young woman because he ·allegedly failed to repair a 
window through which the rapist entered . This decision 
opens up potentia l new avenues of action against 
slumlords who fail to make essential repairs. My eyes 
glaze over the chought. 
FACULTY FLUNKS 
Denver is no different than the dismal City or 
Buffalo in professori~l tardiness in doling out grades. 
Denver is on a four semester syste, and many students 
did not find out that they had 0unked out until after 
the beginning or the nl!xt quarter. A seven week delay 
is not uncommon . The studen ts propose a two week 
time limit, with one week extensions for unusual 
situations granted upon petition to a faculty student 
committee with equal representation , Penalties would 
result in a witholding Of £acuity paychecks. That would 
hurt. 
Law Record University of North Carolina 
SOIJTHERN HONOR 
The Law Record from the Tarheel State noted that 
Robert E. Lee and the South, loser · in a si~age civil 
war, would never have countenanced the the brutality 
aUegedly committed by Lieutenant CaUey. Was not 
CaUey a Georgia boy? Blood runs thin over the passage 
of time. 
Belgian Students to 
Visit Law School 
The Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence of the State 
University or New York at Buffalo will be the host to 
20 Belgian law students and 2 faculty members 
November 16 through 2S . Professor Thomas 
Buergenthal , George Riedel , Jean Hellmann, and William 
Buscaglia, all members of the International Legal 
Studies Committee, and Peter Engelhardt met Friday , 
September 24 t o plan the visit and necessary 
arrangements for their Buffalo stay. The students will 
attend classes at the law school and observe American 
jurisprudence in the courts while they are here . 
Tentative plans call for a tour or the Main Campus and 
reception , a trip to Niagara Falls, visits to area law 
firms, and a day in Toronto observing Canadian 
jurisprudence and legal education . It is hoped that a 
one day seminar can be arranged on top ics relative to 
international problems the U.S. is involved in. Professor 
Dr. B. De Schutter, Assistant-Director for the program, 
has asked that these topics include': United States 
attitude toward the U.N., the China Problem, and 
Vietnam and the My Lai. case. 
HELP NEEDED 
Student help is greatly needed in organizing this 
visit. One of the greatest areas of need will be that of 
accommodations for these 20 students. Any student 
who has ex tra room for one or two Belgian students 
please leave your name, address, telephone number, and 
number of students you can accommodate with George 
Riedel , room 2161·8, ext. 30. Both faculty and student 
dfort will be needed to help co-ordinate this visit and 
make it a profitable and meaningful experience for our 
guests. 
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Ginsbure. Roberts Star As Shysters Wallop Ex-UarsitY Stars 
by Stu Revo, as told to Mike Montgomery 
lead by U.B. star Rick Wells and Steve Ryan , kickoff 
return superhero for the defunct University squad.For the last two years, the Stfysters have reached 
the finals in a 36 team league only to lose by a THE GAMEheartbreaker or one point. This year the Shysters can 
win the lot with 11 out or 12 last season stars 
The Eagles made the first score on a bad Shysterreturning and a good stable of rookies to back them 
blitz at 3rd down and 40 to go. The Eagle Streetup. A substantial indicatiov of the Shyster's unslakeable 
squad came back with a circus ca tch by Stu Revo forthirst for victory way h€ Shyster's big win over what 
four yards. Doug Roberts made the touchdown on awas touted as the best team in the league in their fint 
pass from Martin. The Shysters missed the extra point,ga~e. 
as they did on every attempted conversion, probably 
STELLAR TEAM just to keep the morale of their opponents from 
sinking too low . Ginsburg intercepted an Eagle pass on 
the next series of plays, followed by a Martin-GinsburgAs far as the team is concerned , Dan Martin is the 
bellet for the touchdown. The next series was liJce an best quarterback in the league , having been second 
instant replay hosted by Howard Cosell as sticky string for the defunct U.B . . Bulls. A super-brainy 
finJers Ginsburg intercepted another pass for the thirdquarterback with excellent utilization of his secondary 
SHyster TD against the hapless Eagles. At the end ofreceivers Roberts· and Revo, far-sighted Martin gives a 
the half the score was 18-13 after the second Eaglesterrific uplift to an already spirited team. The second 
score. star of the team is the versatile Lee Ginsburg, who 
The second stanza saw the frustration of a Shysterplays deep safety on defense, and spells off Stu Revo 
power drive to the one yard line of their opponents,and Doug Roberts on offensive end. The other 
followed by a third interception by ace Ginsburg,offensive members of the team are Bill Peltz and Tom 
leading to the final score of the game on a Martin passParmelee as blocking backs, and last year's reserve Do n 
to receiver Roberts. The Shysters switched to a runningKaplan demonstrating his expertise at center. The entire game to kill the clock and emerged with a victory as adefense of last year's stellar team returned intact. The performance as middle-linebacker. The defensive rush heavy favorite to win a welJ-deserved league 
great backfield consists of speedy Bob Livoti, who can consists of Sam Newman, Lonnie Tishman, Roger championship. 
run the hundred in less than ten seconds, the Stone, and Tom Parmelee, all vying for starting To complement the steUar playing of the Eagle
greyhound-like Lee Ginsburg, and Vinny Tracy , the positions. Senior rookie Stone is tough and quick , a Street team the Law Students should attend the games,
biggest and best hatchet man in the league. Tracy plJys good asset to match up with the returning aces. which are held on the main campus near Clark Gymn.
with abandon, and would run into a wall for fun - The opening game of the season, harbinger of many The next game is scheduled for Wednesday , October 6 
and bring it down. Jerry Solomon puts in a sterling ensuing victories, pitted the Shysters against the Eagles. with the Sam mies as prospective victims. 
Four Shysten relax across from Eagle Street building. 
From left: Stu Revo, Bob Livoti, Bill Peltz, Roger
Stone. 
How I Spent My 
Summer Vacation 
By Alan Minsker 
Although he was never knighted, lsambard 
Kingdon Brunel, the only son of Sir Marc 
lsambard Brunel, was a very brilliant engineer, 
indeed , possessing an originality_ and genius ·at 
least equal to that of his ennobled father. At 
the age of twenty-seven, lsambard K. Brunel 
wa s in charge of constructing the .Great 
Western Railway from Paddington to Bristol .via 
Uxbridge, Middlesex. Until the construction of 
the Great Western which began in 1833, all 
railroads in England, on the Continent, and in 
the United States of America employed a four 
foot, eight inch. gauge for an historical reason: 
Roman chariots and ox carts had spans of 
four feet eight inches between their wheels . 
The span had become standardized during the 
Middle Ages, and no one perceived a need for 
modifying the length with the advent of 
engines capable of superequestrian speeds. Since 
the distance between train wheels was four 
feet. eight inches, the rail gauge was set to 
match the engine and cars . While the Roman 
gauge had proved workable for early ninteenth 
century railroads, Brunel was convinced it ~as 
not the optimum gauge for massive fast-m<;>vmg 
trains . Having isolated a ll the pertinent 
engineering variables, Brunel concluded that th_e 
optimum gauge should be seven feet. This 
would maximi ze speed, stability, and 
cargo-carrY,ing ability. Brunel saw to it, 
there fore that the Great Western wa s 
constructel with seven foot gauge. But the 
traditionalists would not succumb to mere 
rationality, and the .. battle of the gauges" was 
begun. Unfortunately , for the Great Western 
and the Penn-Central Railroads, after three 
decades of battlC, the four foot, eight inch 
gaugers prevailed over the seven foot gaug~rs. 
All of the original Great Western rail . has 
been dug up and cut into small sections, 
some of which fonn a fence which ~ord~rs 
the Wes tern side of the , Brunel University 
c-amp us . J seriously doubt whether over 
twenty-five· per cent of my fellow _law students 
are aware of this fact. I also seriously doubt 
whether more than five or the one hundred 
ten American law students who atten~ed the 
1971 Notre Dame Summer La w Progr:3m at 
Uxbridge Middlesex were aware of this fact 
either. The latter I truly lament a_Ithough I. 3 ?1 
aware of th e maxim regardrng realistic 
expectations. 




10. ask for, in court 
14 . hodge podge 
16. turn back 
16. staple food 
17. Casting period 
18. muse 
19. totals (abbr.) 






33. ye __shoppe 
34. stadium shouts 
36. farm equipment man 
37. in ---
38. roo,ta 
40. leg (slang) 
41. ■ welling 
43. level 
•::: ~uhin,ton's 100 . 
4 7 dden death name in tenma 
Crossword No.I 
49. Cix 11. edges 
61 . what's up___ 12. pituitary hormone 
62. breakCaat treat 13. aye 
39. sea bird 21.,what a judge tries not to do 
57. lex___ 23. loolu into a case 
68. part or a husband's estate 25. ___aleck 
60. Greek letters 26. akin boles I 
61. theater group 27. ___ France 
62. native (var.) 28. choler 
63. Canadian group (abbr.) 30. game warden'• limit 
64 _peuant 31. ezpunge 
65_dried up 32, devil 
66. one hoss vehicle 36. clip a:heep
38. Latin father 
DOWN 39. sea bard 
42. alien 
1. unit or 1ightnin1 44. 10me Canners 
2. downwind 46. some poetry 
3. the___(Supreme Court) 48. fruit drink 
4. small houae 60. aolo 
6. __rabbit 62~ aharpen 
6. poetic word 63.-elaht (pref.) 
7. conflict for Abe Linco~n o4. aired 
Bri&ade 66. Hindu deity
S. Grand__Mta: 56. apot 
9. Dilcard, u in pinochle :~: :U".:!n:o~i:; track 
10. midwett area 
· au Amwel'I will appear in the nest edition of The Opinion 
. All Rilh ts Res,rved 
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BullETiN 
ATTENTION ALL PROSPECTIVE 
MEMBERS OF PHI ALPHADELTA 
P.hi Alpha Delta International Law Fraternity, Carlos 
Alden Chapter, will be conducting its semesler rush 
program from now thru Monday , October 4 , 1971. 
The Fraternity's activities this year will include a 
'udic ial symposium on Nov. 17 involving local members 
of the bench and bar to be held at a downtown 
location, an Inns of Court program for those interested 
in becoming trial attorneys, and a monthly luncheon 
program with prominent attorneys from the area as 
guest speake,rs. . 
Application blanks may be picked up from Shirley's 
office or by contacting Mark Farrell , Bill Lobbins, or 
Tim Kane. 
THE ADVOCATE (YEARBOOK) 
All persons who have indica ted in the past or are 
presently interested in working on Th e Advocate please 
contact Mark Farrell at the earliest possible date so 
that plans for the 1972 Ad~o,·ate may be finalized . 
LAW SCHOOL SERVICES FUND PROGRAM 
One of the activ ities of the ABA Law Student Division 
for the I 97 1-7 2 school year will be the Law School 
Services Fund Program. This year the Law Student 
Division has approximately $20,000 which will be 
allocated via this program on a matching-fund grant 
basis to law school projects. By means of these grants, 
the Divison expects to encourage the implementation 
and expansion of student projects by law schools and 
organized bar associations. 
Last year the Law Student Division, through this 
program , was ab le to materially aid such projects as: a 
national environmental conference, legal aid clinics, 
speakers programs, legal services to federal inmates, 
consumer education and legal aid programs, a 
symposium or Indian legal problems, Model Court R'ule 
projects, and a juvenile prob.at;on program. With an 
expanded budget, the program should be tremendously 
effective this year. 
Application deadlines are as follows: 
Dates Type of Application · 
October 25, 1971 One year projects and projects 
for the fall semester. 
February 2, 1972 Projects for the spring semestei. 
April I , 1972 One day projecis and projects 
less than one month·. 
Information is available either from The Opiniun or the 
ABA Law Student Division representative , Mark Farrell. 
MARINO BAR REVIEW COURSE 
The Marino Bar Review course wiU be given here 
during this semester starting in January for those taking 
the N.Y. Bar Exam in March. Tapes will start within 
the next two weeks (Two tapes a week, choice of 2 
times a day). The Cost is $185.00 fo r both fall and 
spring sessions. A check can be left with Shirley, For 
information ~ontact Larry Schapiro. 
PROFESSOR'S OFFICE HOURS 
Professor's hours which were not listed in the last 
Opinion include: 
DONEGAN, Charles 604 Tues., Thurs.' , Fri. 3-5 
KAPLAN, Milton 636 Open hours will be posted 
every week in Room 638 
GREINER, William 11th Fl. App0intments through 
Prod. secty. 
WOR1WORK STUDY OR NATIONAL LOANS 
DEFENSE LOANS 
The Financial Aid Office on Main Campus has 
notified us that all students who have not accepted 
their work study or national defense awards may have 
their awards withdrawn. The deadline for accepting 
your award is noted on your award notice . 
With the current pressure for the limited funds 
available, the office, if not notified of your intentions, 
may allocate the monie to other needy students. Please 
insure that you notify the office - in writing - that 
you plan to accept or reject your award . 
In order to find out if your National Defense loan 
Check has arrived call 831-4735. 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
Any senior who wishes to suggest a graduation speaker 
may leave his or her suggestion in the ,box at Shirley's 
office before Friday , October I. 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
The following schedu le contains the revised 
graduation requirements for all classes. 
FIRST YEAR (Class of 1974) 
The following courses are required for first year 
students in the Fall Semester: Contracts(a), Criminal 
Law, Property , Torts(a), and Legal Research. For the 
Spring Semester, first year students are required to take 
Civil Proccdure(a), Contracts(b), Torts(b), a Seminar, 
and an elective, which can be either Administrative 
Law , Constitutional Law(a), or Environmental 
Management. All courses carry three (3) hours credit 
except Criminal Law (4), and Legal Research( 1). 
SECOND AND THIRD YEARS 
Required courses in the second and third years are: 
Const itutional Law(a), (fall or spring semester of 
second year if not taken during 1971 summer session); 
Taxation(a),(either semester of second or third year); 
and a Seininar(during second or third year). All courses 
carry three (3) hours credit. · 
REQUIRED HOURS 
A minimum of twelve( 12) hours must be taken each 
THREE OR FOUR YEAR PROGRAM SWITCHES semester, plus an additional six(6) hours over _two 
The Court of Appeals sets standards for graduation 
under the four year and the three year programs. Not 
only are there hours of class work which must bl? 
satisfied but, in addition, the student must remain in 
residence a certain number of weeks. Students who 
switch from one . to the other program should 
understand that , though they may be able to fulfill 
credit requirements, they may not fulfill the 
residence-weeks requirements. It is recommended that 
students with questions about whether ' they have 
successfully ,completed residence requirements should 
see the Registrar. 
semesters. The maximum number of hours allowed per 
semester is fifteen() S). The total number of hours 
required during the second and third years is fifty-four 
(54). , 
NUMBER OF HOURS NEEDED. FOR GRADUATION 
The total number of hours raken needed for 
graduation for each class is as follows: 
Class of 1972 - 80 hours 
Class of 1973 - 81 hours 
Class of 1974 - 83 hours 
Of these hours taken, it is nCcessary that students in 
all classes have succe.ufully completed seventy-two(72) 
credit hours . 
Hague 
(continued horn page 5) 
States and Soviet views, proved to be an effective scheme for 
understanding the problems involved in "saving our children from 
the scourge of war. .. 
VALUE OF SESSION 
In retrospect , the session at the Hague can be an invaluable 
experience for any law student. Yet it was outside the lecture hall, 
in the lounges, at the lunch tables and at the receptions that the 
true exchange of ideas took place. The asce rtainment of a 
foreigner's views on current world problems at a tete-atete level 
really made attendance of the session worthwhile. However, one 
should be forewarned that if he plans to attend the Hague 
Academy with "•vacation first"' in his mind, he will be greatly 
disappointed. Quite simply, there is much to be gained for the 
serious - minded studen t who plans to devote his full attention to 
the daily lectures. This is not to say that all of one's lime need 
be spent at stud)', for there are various pleasurable activities 
available , in and around The HaguC:, but the atmosphere is one for 
work and not play. 
Anyone interested in the program should write to the Hague 
Academy of International Law, The Peace Palace, The Hague, 
Netherlands for a bulletin of information and an application for 
attendance. 
Summer Vacation 
(continued from page 7) 
"What was law school like in England?", Law and Technology by David link , and 
you ask. Well , I can describe the facilities, International Business ' Transactions were two 
geography, and courses offered, bUt any further unique courses prepared especially for the 
comments mus·t be purely subjective. summer program. Both weie taught by the 
As you might have already deducted , the "problem method" rather than the traditional 
program was held at Brunel University which is casebook method. In IBT, this meant writing a 
l ocated on the outskirts o f Uxbridge , paper on how one might go ab0ut setting up 
Middles.ex . Uxbridge is a small community a forei gn cor p o rati o n (justifying the 
roughly t en miles West of the center of manufacture of a particular in a given country 
London. was gene'rally the subject of the papers). Law 
The University is the most recently an d Technology dealt with the impact of 
chartered institution in England. It has three computers on the law. As part of the course, 
halls of residence, a student union, a classroom a demonstration was given in which a 
building , and tw o libra rie s. The overall computer in London communicated with a 
archetextural impression is similar to that or a computer in Ohio to search out certain aspects 
typical small American campus. The institutio n of Ohio tax law. 
offers degrees in engineering, . social sc ience, and . Rating the overall program is very difficult 
law . and very ,subjective. I believe that everyone 
The sum mer program (which was not part had mixed fc;:elings about its success. Living in 
of the Brunel curriculum but rather a creation England, the contributions of the barristers, 
of Notre Dame Law School, Notre Dame, and the quality of the courses were definite 
Indiana) offered seven courses taught by three pluses . The partial isolation of the Brunel 
American professors a nd three E nglish campus, and the attitudes of many of the 
barristers: British Land Use Systems by John American law students were possibly minuses. 
Devlon, English and American Criminal Another factor, which would affect only New 
Procedure by Kenneth Delevons, Trusts by York students, is the difficulty of having the 
George W. Keeton, Federal Courts by Peter credits accepted by the Court of Appeals for 
Thornton, Negotiable Instruments by Murj,hy , the purpose of residency. 
